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 A: Let me try to clarify with another example, The following code is from a qq chat bot. I will be using this for replacing the
user input with the result of a calculation and to search/replace words with the result of a calculation. For example, if the input
is "hello hi there" then I want to replace the words that are lower case with the result of a calculation. For example, 'hello' * 2 *
3 would return "hellong" or it could be a number and simply multiply. import re import json def any_word_find_replace(input,
find_replace): find_replace_dict = { 'hello': 'hellong', 'hello hi': 'hellongh', 'hello there': 'hellonger', 'hi there': 'hiher', 'hi hi there':

'helloh', 'how r u': 'howerg' 'are u': 'areeg' 'i am': 'ime' } for word, replace in find_replace_dict.items(): input =
input.replace(word, replace) return input if __name__ == "__main__": data = json.loads(open("string.json").read()) input =

'hello hi there' result = any_word_find_replace(input, data) print(result) If you do not need to convert from one case to another,
then you can use any_word_find_replace() directly Q: Is it possible to make Jquery functions work for multiple classes I have
been trying to make a simple cross-browser script but it does not seem to work properly on Firefox and IE8. The script works

fine on Chrome and Opera. So it seems to be an IE8 problem. So I want to make a cross browser script that gets the text from an
input field and is saved into a variable. Then it is sent 82157476af
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